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Abstract
Colombia's language policy on the National Plan of Bilingualism requires that students
of English as a Foreign Language achieve certain English proficiency levels along their
school and college periods. In order to enhance the level of English in a group of kindergarten
kids, this research study proposes an implementation of TPR games and imagery for the
enhancement of A1 vocabulary. This research study takes into consideration different
concepts such as TPR, educational policies, EFL learning and teaching, first and second
language acquisition, imagery, vocabulary, and lexical item to enhance A1 vocabulary
through imagery and TPR games in a group of kindergarten children in a District Educational
Institute of Bogota. Data was collected through various instruments that in this study
demonstrate the impact of the implementation of this strategy in the classroom. Data showed
that students are more motivated and are willing to learn because the strategy caught student’s
attention to learn more. This suggests a different way in which language teacher can approach
their classes with this type of population.
Keywords: TPR Total Physical Response, EFL English as a Foreign Language, Imagery,
Vocabulary, Lexical item.

Resumen
El plan nacional de bilingüismo de Colombia requiere que los estudiantes de las clases
de inglés como lengua extranjera adquieran un nivel de dominio de la lengua a lo largo de su
escolaridad. Con el fin de mejorar el nivel de dominio de inglés en un grupo de niños de
transición, este proyecto de investigación se propone la implementación de juegos de
Respuesta Física Total (TPR) e imágenes para el mejoramiento del vocabulario A1. Este
estudio de investigación tiene en cuenta conceptos como TPR, políticas de la educación,
enseñanza y aprendizaje del Inglés como segunda lengua, adquisición de una primera y
segunda lengua, imágenes, vocabulario e ítem léxico fueron tenidos en cuenta para el
desarrollo de este proyecto de investigación en un grupo de estudiantes de transición en un
colegio distrital de Bogotá. La información recogida a través de varios instrumentos nos llevó
a demostrar el impacto que tenía la implementación de esta estrategia del proyecto, mas
motivación por parte de los estudiantes para aprender inglés, y a la vez sugiere una manera
distinta que podría ser considerada por los profesores para aplicarla en sus clases de idioma
extranjero con este tipo de población.
Palabras claves: TPR Respuesta Física Total, EFL Inglés como lengua extranjera, Imágenes,
Vocabulario, Ítem léxico. (Siglas en inglés).
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TPR GAMES AND IMAGERY TO ENHANCE A1 VOCABULARY

Chapter 1

Introduction
Colombian education has given great importance to the children’s intellectual growth
with the aim of helping them become citizens who can interact in the world with respect,
integrity, harmony and moral behavior. Bearing this in mind, we decided to carry out a study
in order to contribute to the enhancement of English level in children learners by paying
specific attention to vocabulary as a key aspect of the communicative competence using
Total Physical Response (TPR) and imagery. In this manner, the present research project,
under an action research (AR) frame, originated from the teacher– researchers´ pedagogical
practice context as a need to find alternatives to work on vocabulary.
The participants in this research study were 5-to-7-years-old kindergarten students
from the Institution Educativa Departmental Francisco De Paula Santander. The project
aimed to answer the research question of how the implementation of TPR games and
imagery enhances A1 vocabulary in those kindergarten students at Francisco de Paula
Santander School. The main goal of this research project is to plan, organize, and put into
practice the use of TPR games and imagery in order to enhance A1 vocabulary in English in
the kindergarten students.
Based on the context and proposed objective, we looked up literary references from
different psychologists and pedagogues who have contributed to the intellectual
development of the issued subject. Previous studies provided us with key concepts of our
research problem, such as TPR (Asher, 1986), educational policies, EFL learning and
teaching (Sawyer, 2006), first and second language acquisition (Candlin and Mercer, 2001),
vocabulary (Ellis, 1997; Nation 1994), and lexical item (Carter, 2001). According to these
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theorists, the implementation of TPR and imagery in English classes bring multiple
advantages to the Learning and Teaching process in EFL in early stages.
Thus, this investigation required the application of a pedagogical design that
included different activities into de English classes. Such activities involved TPR and
imagery in order to help participant students experience learning from a planned approach.
This proposed methodology prompted to help students at Francisco de Paula Santander
School since they did not seem to have an approach to English. According to the preliminary
observations and the surveys applied to the participant population and their parents, the
school did not possibly have English learning approaches that work on the skills expected
for an A1 level following the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR).
Hence, this research focuses on observing the classes in which TPR and imagery
were applied as the planned approach. Along this, we had to collect, analyze, triangulate,
and categorize the data collected. We present the results of this research process in the
following excerpts of the present document.

1.1 Problem Statement

When doing the pedagogical practice at Francisco de Paula Santander school for a
year and a half, from first semester 2013 to first semester 2014, the teacher researchers
(TR)1 aimed to help children increase their level of English. After preliminary observations,
the TR decided to work on enhancing vocabulary in English since this was the emerging
situation. We describe it in detail in the following paragraphs.

1

The teacher researchers (TR) are the researcher-teachers who planned, investigated, and wrote this current
document.
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After our process as TR during our practicum, we noticed that the students did not
have an approach in learning English as a foreign language. Besides, they just had exercises
on worksheets and other similar materials (filling the blanks and multiple choice). Our
intention as TR was to work with the youngest children in the school, because they might
have had no approach to the target language before. We confirmed it with a questionnaire
that the schoolteachers answered. TR thus wanted to apply an approach that offered learning
in a different manner rather than an ordinary class as these students had had with their
regular teachers.
In the preliminary observations during the English classes, TR also found that one of
the biggest difficulties for the participant students in their classes was to express themselves
in a simple way in English, even in cases in which they understood what the teacher said and
they knew what to answer. It was evident that they were unable to find the words in English
to do it, so most of them went for Spanish to answer. By observing this fact, we could see
the lack of vocabulary they had. In order to start building their English vocabulary, we had
to learn the appropriate words for that level in order to start teaching the second language.
"Knowing the words in a piece of discourse facilitates understanding which in turn allows
the grammatical patterning to become more transparent"( Ellis, 1997). To our understanding,
vocabulary is then the base to start learning a new language and its grammatical accuracy.
TR decided to work on vocabulary according to the A1 level specified in the
Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). We believe that a sufficient stock of
vocabulary is important to have a base for learning a new language. Learning that facilitates
the choice of words to express ideas or situations in a simple way. As a result, we included
topics such as parts of the body (arms, legs, toes, shoulders, etc.), the numbers from one to
ten, the colors (red, blue, yellow, white, etc.), and fruits (banana, orange, apple, grapes, etc.).
Therefore, TR planned all their activities based on this vocabulary.
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Our research purpose then became to enhance the participant students’ vocabulary. We
understand enhancement as an increase of the repertoire of English vocabulary for the level
the learners may have. In order to comply with our purpose, we decided to implement Total
Physical Response (TPR) games because it is a way for students to learn by doing and by
experiencing the language (Asher, 1986). We noted in here that the children’s parents and
teachers highlighted the importance of games for learning in the classroom in the
preliminary questionnaires. The parents answered that games were important in the
children's life because they wanted to play and have fun all the time with games such as
role-play games, video games, and board games. In addition, the teachers answered that
games were important in a manner that could contribute the participant students’ learning
process.
To our understanding about the TPR games, they might help us plan activities for
students to increase their A1 vocabulary. In the observations, we also noticed that the
participant students were willing to play and have fun all the time. They hardly ever stayed
quiet or even sitting down in their desks. Instead of a thought of a possible disruptive
behavior of these situations, we thought that we could take advantage of it. The reviewed
literature says that students need to perform instructions by physically doing the activities
given by the teacher to learn a new language under the TPR games. Implementing TPR
games in this class environment may then complement the students’ will to learn. We then
believed that the participant students would assimilate language teachings by doing and
performing repetitive basic instructions.
Apart from TPR games, we also considered incorporating images for a better
understanding of the respective instructions. In consonance with Armstrong (2008), images
are more memorable than text since our brain retains pictures better than text. Pictures
usually reside on long-term memory while text resides on short-term memory. These
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principles made imagery appropriate for the purpose of this study. Integrating TPR, games,
and imagery might be highly motivating for the participant students. We expected that they
would be able to remember the vocabulary more with images, be more willing to participate
in kinesthetic activities, and train their memory with the purpose to learn English.
Therefore, for the implementation of this research study, the more teachers use TPR
games and imagery in class, the more they can help students to learn and retain information
for a longer period. They might also make the learning process smoother and enjoyable for
children rather than having an ordinary session class with their teachers.

1.2 Research Question

Having found the problem and the respective literature to design a pedagogical solution,
the TR set out this research study to give an answer to the following research question:


How does an implementation of TPR games and imagery enhance A1 vocabulary
acquisition in kindergarten students at Francisco de Paula Santander School?

1.3 Research Objectives

TR also set up the research objectives in order to get sufficient information for the
answer of the research question. The objectives are:


To plan, organize, and put into practice the use of TPR games and imagery in order
to extend the enhancement of A1 vocabulary in English in the kindergarten students.



To analyze the way TPR games and imagery enhance A1 vocabulary acquisition in
kindergarten.



To identify the role of TPR games and imagery in kindergarten students’ learning
process of English vocabulary under the designed implementation.
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1.4 Justification

This research project may help the participant students experience their first approach
to English through TPR games and imagery. As TR previously stated, the participant
students at Francisco de Paula Santander School did not seem to have an approach to
learning English. The participant students' only resources to learn English were worksheets
and other materials that their schoolteachers planned for them in their classes. With this in
mind, the TR asked themselves about possible strategies and methodologies to use in the
classroom that the schoolteachers could use in their future classes for English learning.
Therefore, teaching English through TPR games seemed to engage children to learn by
doing and repeating actions in the new language, with a positive reception by the students.
The information collected in the different instruments of preliminary observations (surveys,
video-transcriptions, and students’ artifacts) portrayed this possible solution.
In addition, TRs were very interested in using TPR games to promote strategies to
learn a new language, in this case English.
"Play allows children to use their creativity while developing their imagination,
dexterity, and physical, cognitive, and emotional strength, according to the AAP
(American Academy of Pediatrics) report. It allows children to sightsee the world,
practice adult roles, and gain confidence as well as improves children's social skills”
(Mitchelen, 2014)
Thus, the TPR games provide are worth for the teaching and learning process. This
approach needed to be part of this research because its intention to familiarize the students
with the environment, create a sense of teamwork and foster autonomy were also aspects the
TR wanted to develop in this research.
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The principal aim of this research project is to enhance A1 vocabulary. As this
research study with its implementation is taking place, the participant students will have the
possibility of perceiving English from different perspectives. These ones come from a set of
beliefs of learning English to the real necessity of this language. Learning vocabulary from
TPR games and imagery may lead the participant students to be aware of the
indispensability of English along their compulsory education. Definitely, this sense of
awareness creates a social impact because the participant students are likely to understand
the advantages of learning English. Subsequently, the school will be in the necessity of
fulfilling the student's new requirement of learning English vocabulary along their school
years.
The visual stage may also have a positive impact in the students since they may have
the possibility to accompany the word with a significant image. The students can then relate
the word to the image and they will be able to identify the image and say it in English.
Children at Francisco De Paula Santander School will perceive these two methods when
they say that they enjoy this kind of activities better than other ones, as we demonstrated it
in the preliminary observations.
The idea of teaching the A1 vocabulary following the CEFR is to have an approach to
a worldwide language. With this in mind, we look to create a base of English vocabulary
that may help the participant to open the door of learning something new in an appealing
way. The intention of implementing games at early ages helps the apprehension of the
language, according to Curtain & Dahlberg (2004) “when students begin earlier, they can go
on longer and provide more practice and experience, leading ultimately to greater fluency
and effectiveness”(p.3). This means that the earlier students begin learning, the better for
them to comprehend the language, since when children begin learning at an early age they
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are getting more involved into learning unconsciously rather than learning when they have
to do it.
TR would like to learn ways to present new vocabulary through TPR games and
imagery to children. Also to see and check the attractiveness of one another; in spite of the
fact that not all TPR games would be appealing and neither the imagery, when teaching
vocabulary one of them would be more appealing than the other depending on the topic. In
addition, the impact in the teaching and learning process would be another knowledge
acquisition during this process, moreover, to contribute our pedagogical career. Our action
research would prompt us different enriched outcomes that will increase our teaching
experience, and for future investigators, contributing in the educational field of teaching
vocabulary to children.

Chapter 2

Theoretical Framework

This chapter presents the key concepts of our research problem. This conceptual
review provides information about TPR, educational policies, EFL learning and teaching,
first and second language acquisition, imagery, vocabulary, and lexical item. For each of
these concepts, we provide authored definitions, and the discussion pertinent to our
investigation.

2.1 Total Physical Response (TPR)

James Asher (1986), who is the main developer of this method, states that TPR is a
way of teaching language by using physical movement with verbal input in order to reduce
students’ inhibitions and lower their affective filter. TPR is an easier way to catch students’
attention and to react to language without thinking too much. This method keeps the long-
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term retention for students, reduces learners’ stress, and creates a positive mood in the
learner.

In the TPR method, students have the primary role as listeners and they are the
performers in the TPR method, and after listening, they react to language teaching in a
collective and individual way. Asher (1997) argues that TPR encourages children to speak
when they have the motivation and the feeling to participate. As their motivation increases at
their own pace, they are responsible to assess their own progress. The teacher’s role in
children’s learning under the TPR method is to provide feedback, avoid overcorrection, and
decide on the contents to teach and material to use.

According to Sophaktra (2009), the TPR method is a lot more fun and enjoyable. It
does not demand much use of physical material designed, but teacher's spontaneity. For
instance, when the participant students used TPR games, they were engaged with the activity
that the TR proposed. In each case, the material was not necessary at all. Moreover, the
activities designed to enhance A1 vocabulary were very appealing. They show that the TPR
games enhance the A1 vocabulary in a funny, enjoyable and relevant way.
TPR and imagery are good for vocabulary learning and for the kindergarten students’
engagement to English. It is part of their first approach to knowledge. The imitation of
actions that children see and reproduce in the eagerness of an action game is very attractive
for them to submerge into the language. This principle goes in line with Wight, Betteridge
and Buckby (2006), who claimed, “Games provide one way of helping the learners to
experience language rather than merely study it” (p. 2). To our understanding, children learn
while they are doing an activity without noticing it. Thus, our participant students assimilate
the information through repetitive actions as they are getting its function with the interaction
they are doing. Under this approach, we notice that they do not need to know the
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explanation of syntactic rules since they learn and perceive vocabulary while they perform
an action.
Table 1
Types of TPR
TPR-B

TPR-O

TPR-P

TPR with body, anything

TPR with object, any kind

TPR with pictures, use of

that can be done with the

of learning that can be

flashcards.

body such (stand-up, and

rehearse with objects.

sit down

(Show me…)

2.2 Educational Policies
The National Plan of Bilingualism, called “Colombia very well”, has policies with a
foundation on three pillars, language, communication, and culture. These policies seek to
appreciate the linguistic structure of the mother tongue as a better way to communicate with
members of other cultures and have a better appreciation of their own culture over others
(Galindo y Moreno, 2008). This is why it is essential to create strategies to strengthen these
policies “bilingualism should have a prominent space in the internal agenda in order to
improve competitiveness in the country during the next years” (Al Tablero, 2005).

In this way, students would learn to recognize what they know about themselves, and
value other cultures allowing the plurality in the social exchange and the meaning in
different cultures. Therefore, TPR games, plus imagery, may help the participant students to
create connections with the information they already have in the mother tongue, to
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contextualize it with the new information presented in L2, to make links, and finally to
contrast the A1 vocabulary presented.
This stand supports MEN’s Lineamientos Curriculares that state that:

The ludic fact is imperative in the children' life due to the link they do with their daily
activities and the events that take place in the school. This brings one advantage as
they get familiar with the schemes of the ludic activities; therefore, the new knowledge
presented does not seem unfamiliar [our translation]"

With this advantage in mind, the use of TPR games may be coherent with the
statements that the National Ministry of Education (MEN) pursues. Moreover, the TPR
games match with previous TPR games taught in their native language. Some of them may
involve commands with a sort of transition between the mother tongue and the L2, making
the learning process very familiar for the participant students.

In addition, one of the methods that the MEN suggests is the TPR method in the
curricular guidelines, in order to improve listening and vocabulary skills. The MEN states
that, "The activities in class develop the listening comprehension, vocabulary, and speaking
skills. [Our translation]" (p. 17). The TR look forward to enhancing A1 vocabulary by TPR
games. By doing this, the TR will possibly activate the eagerness to participate in the
participant students, as they respect the students' silent moment to help their confidence
development.

2.3 EFL Learning and Teaching
Sawyer (2006) mentioned, “Learning by associating images and vocabulary may
facilitate learning vocabulary for the kindergarten level; Spatial representations, both
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external drawings and internal images, exploit people’s sophisticated perceptual-motor
system” (p. 63). The function of perception of images is to provide a cohesive and stable
experience that permits action. We need to clarify that perception differs from sensation.
Sensation, according to Sawyer (2006) “it provides spatial information through modalities
like pronunciation of the lexical item, sight, and touch. It is perception’s task to integrate
and structure that information. When people handle a piece of typing paper, for example,
they perceive a white rectangle. However, their fingers sense edges and corners, not a
complete object. Their retinas sense a trapezoid due to foreshortening. The shape of the
trapezoid changes as the paper moves around. Perception then delivers the unitary
experience of a constant that depends on how the paper is placed”.

People tend to think that the younger the learner is, the easier it will be for them to
learn, and that thinking is supported by Singleton and Ryan (2004) when they state that:

The one interpretation of the evidence, which does not appear to run into
contradictory data, is that in general those who are naturalistically exposed to an L2
and whose exposure to the L2 in question begins in childhood eventually surpass
those whose exposure begins in adulthood, even though the latter usually show some
initial advantage over the former (p. 227).

As the Singleton and Ryan (2004) mentioned, the body is experimenting the
capabilities that possesses and is with the game that it is able to give feedback of the
strengths as well as the weaknesses. The TPR games thus contribute to a constant
constructive feedback as supported by Martinson and Chu (2008):

Games are effective tools for learning because they offer students a hypothetical
environment in which they can explore alternative decisions without the risk of failure.
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Thought and action are combined into purposeful behavior to accomplish a goal.
Playing games teaches us how to strategize, to consider alternatives, and to think
flexibly (p. 478)

2.4 First And Second Language Acquisition

A difference between the way children learn their first language and their second
language is palpable. In first language acquisition there is no need for a teaching
methodology. Children's learning process comes through exposure of the language to an
unlimited amount of input from their surroundings, their parents, friends at that age, other
relatives. Candlin and Mercer (2001) argue that children’s acquisition of their first language
is due to the parents’ intervention in teaching the primary language. There is no
methodology here involved and it is inevitable to be surrounded by a first language. It is
then a process in which you learn a language unconsciously. In second language acquisition,
strategies and methodologies come to place because learners could confuse the notion of a
word and the structure of a grammatical rule with their first language. The major contrast
from learning a first language from the second is that learners use conscious efforts on how
to acquire it and try to make an effort on how to communicate.
Working with children will give better results in the TPR because their performance is
natural and so the results. As stated by Gadamer (1965):
Playing is not something that we do distinctly apart from daily life. It is a modality of
doing things, a mode of human experience, a sort of envelope of what we do that
give a specific different hue (sense) to the activities that we perform. This mode of
experience is natural to children, while it is more difficult to adults (p.56).
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Therefore, the game as an appealing way to engage children in the natural field needs
to have a different definition. Kapp (2012), for instance, gave a definition that suits the TR’
purposes for using TPR games, "A game is a system in which players engage in an abstract
challenge, defined by rules, interactivity and feedback" (p. 7). Thus, games may provide the
TR the opportunity to have a natural approach, engage the children in TPR games, create a
sense of rules, and assess the learning process of A1 vocabulary. Such understanding can be
supported by Manning´s statement:
Play is the highest phase of child development – of human development at this period.
Play is the purest, most spiritual activity of man at this stage, and, at the same time,
typical of human life as a whole - of the inner hidden natural life in man and all things.
It gives, therefore, joy, freedom, contentment, inner and outer rest, peace with the
world. It holds the sources of all that is good. (Manning, 2005, p. 54).
Consequently, providing children with a natural context, where they can interact with
the environment is necessary. The first approach to games is to copy certain behaviors that
are very close to children and to make them fit in their lives. In other words, the first stage of
behaviors might be a copy of behaviors from their perspective one that helps them create
their own knowledge about the world.

2.5 Imagery
Armstrong (2008) highlights the importance of imagery in the children’s learning
process as children are getting into the multimedia world at an earlier age. Considering
humans can process images faster than text, imagery is more meaningful than written text.
She claims that children retain information easier than written text when stating that:
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We can talk until the cows come home, but unless our words, concepts, ideas are
hooked onto an image, they will go in one ear, sail through the brain, and go out the
other ear. Our short-term memory processes the words. It can only retain about 7 bits
of information (plus or minus 2). This is why, by the way, that we have 7-digit phone
numbers. Images, on the other hand, go directly into long-term memory where they
are indelibly etched. Images we share with students will be with them forever (not
just for the test) (p. 2).
Lindamood, Bell (1997), defines the concept imagery as “is to be able to form the
mental images of the ideas and concepts which are expressed through language" (p. 143).
The focus on using imagery is to learn language with its use. Imagery is also a useful teacher
strategy in which students use their imagination to learn new words in many ways. For
example, when the teacher presents new vocabulary by showing pictures or real objects. We
can also see that most of the textbooks designed for children are full of pictures.
Kozmonova (2008), in her thesis Language Learning Strategies and Their Training
in a Primary English Class, states that by using imagery, teachers may help students to
transform abstract words into more concrete ones. For instance, when introducing the topic
of prepositions of place, they can go with a representation of images, instead of using the
mother tongue or explaining the grammatical subject "prepositions of place". The images
can then go with objects together, or one beside or behind the other.
Hsiao and Oxford (2002) state that using imagery helps recreate the images and
remember what was previously learned. They also say that, “Memory strategies are
particular mnemonic devices that aid learner in moving information to long-term memory
for storage purposes and retrieving it from long term when needed for use” (p. 32). This
quote means that, by involving imagery to a word, students retain the information more
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easily when learning a language. Images are a strategy of learning in EFL because it helps
students to store and retrieve the information they have previously learned.
Oxford (2002) also says that, by implementing images in learning, the pronunciation
heard of the lexical items associated to the pronunciation of a word are easily remembered.
Students hear the utterance of a word and if they associate it previously with the image, they
will identify the image with the meaning of the referenced word.
The use of images improves vocabulary learning for children. This is a reason this
strategy has been a popular way of teaching English. Teachers commonly use imagery as an
aid in their classes. The implementation of this tool consists of images that students use to
learn new words of the topic presented by the teacher. Using pictures in EFL is considering
a common strategy to teach students. Harmer (2001) for example states that the use of
pictures or graphics taken from books, newspapers, magazines, or photographs facilitates the
learning process of children. This author affirms that using pictures and imagery has become
a tendency among teachers because they feel that by using them, teaching vocabulary
becomes more enjoyable and memorable for children. It is memorable to them because
pictures catch students' attention and they learn easily since they can recall the picture when
asked for a particular word that they can relate to the picture.
With respect to imagery, therefore, children’s visual abilities may help connect
vocabulary with images related to the word presented as they can facilitate connections
between mental representations and previous images or lexical items. With this new
vocabulary presented in L2, the participant students would facilitate the association of A1
vocabulary and images presented, as Sawyer (2006) mentioned, “Learning by associating
images and vocabulary may facilitate learning vocabulary for the kindergarten level; spatial
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representations, both external drawings and internal images, exploit people’s sophisticated
perceptual-motor system” (p. 63).
Therefore, when children are provided with images in their learning process, they
catch the idea of what it is being taught, children perceive images faster and they remember
them easily because they interact with them and also they tend to associate always an image
with a meaning of a word.

2.6 Vocabulary

If we want to talk about vocabulary first we have to make mention of what a
referential meaning is. The referential meaning is part of the vocabulary because it refers to
the meaning of an object, action, an event, notions, ideas, etc. it is the meaning that occurs in
a particular context depending on the words that we are using and this is when vocabulary
takes place.

Vocabulary plays an important role within a language for the
communication. According to Snow (1998), vocabulary is the information stored in
memory concerning the pronunciation and meaning of words, thus, this stored data serves to
express ideas, feelings and meanings. Moreover, the A1 vocabulary will be the base for
basic communication. Hence, “vocabulary is not an end in itself. A rich vocabulary makes
the skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing easier to perform" (Nation, 1994, p. 8).

In a foreign language acquisition, for a large majority of learners, the ultimate goal of
studying a new language is to be able to communicate in it. For that, to know vocabulary is
not just important, but crucial in a foreign language environment. Therefore, the TR with the
eagerness of creating an enjoyable environment for learning A1 vocabulary will use the TPR
games and imagery as a possible appealing approach to develop the skills previously
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mentioned. In line with Harmer (2001), “If language structures make up the skeleton of
language, then it is vocabulary that provides the vital organs and the flesh” (p. 402). Making
A1 vocabulary is then vital in the first approach to construct a basic language skeleton that
the TR may built up with TPR games and imagery with the participant population.

2.6.1 Lexical item

The A1 vocabulary sets up a sort of words that children would understand as lexical
items due to the fact that words are the minimum meaningful unit of language, as Carter
(2012) states, "It is more accurate to define a word as the minimum meaningful unit of
language" (p. 5). It is thus imperative to understand that the participant population may
understand these words differently. In consequence, any lexical item can help create links as
each one can have multiple meaningful referents that are tangible or related to a mother
tongue reference, as Carter (2012) claimed, "A referent is the object, entity, state of affairs,
etc. in the external world to which a lexical item refers" (p. 15).

Lexical items belong to a hyponymy. The hyponymy determines the hierarchy of the
lexical items that belong to it. Therefore, the previous connection that the participant
students have with the hyponymy determines the lexical items of the group. In this case, the
TR will also use hyponomies in order to connect the participant students' native language
and their hierarchies with the L2, bringing as many hyponymy lexical items as possible.

Table 2

Hierarchy of hyperonym lexical items
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Hyperonym lexical item in their native language

/colores/

Hyperonym lexical item in L2

/colors/

Possible hyponymy lexical items

/Rojo/ /Amarillo/ /Azul/

Hyponymy lexical items L2

/Red/ /Yellow/ /Blue/

As it is stated in the chart, the hyperonym lexical item in the student’s native
language will come up with its translation in the second language, then, the hierarchies that
are set up in the native language will be used to exemplify the hyperonym lexical item and
its possible results will be then translated.

This chart explains the relation of a lexical item, in this case we mentioned the hyperonym
in Spanish, colores, and they associated with the respective words, rojo, Amarillo, azul.
Then we explained the same process in English, students could associate the words, red,
yellow, blue with the lexical item colors, also when the TR mentioned the word colors they
could list the respective words associated to that hyperonym.

Chapter 3

Research Design

This chapter contains the description of the research design. It then explains the type
of research, its approach and development, the steps and instruments applied during the
different stages of the research project, and the approach to analyze the data collected.

3.1 Research Approach

Since the main objective of this project is to plan, organize, and put into practice the
use of TPR games and imagery to enhance A1 vocabulary in English in the kindergarten
students, TR decided to carry out a qualitative approach. In consonance with Duranti (2000,
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p. 17), a qualitative approach focuses on knowing the reality from the insider’s perspective
and the meaning given by its own character. Additionally, a qualitative research emphasizes
more on the interpretation and provides comprehensive vision for what the researcher is
focusing. Hence, a teacher researcher needs to find the appropriate tools and techniques that
can guarantee the reliability after their application in specific social situations (Duranti,
2000).
According to Denzin and Lincoln (2000), qualitative approach is “the emphasis of
the qualitative of processes and meaning that are not experimentally examined or measured
in terms of quantity, amount, intensity, or frequency” (p. 14). A qualitative approach allows
us to see what happened in the daily setting where the classes take place in this
investigation.

3.2 Type of Research

The type of research applied in this project is Action Research (AR). According to
Miller (2007), AR is a natural part of teaching because it provides teachers with the
opportunity of continually observing their students, collecting data, and changing their
practices to improve student learning and the classroom and school's environment. AR is the
easiest way for teachers to keep improving their practices in the classroom. This type of
research provides a framework that guides teachers towards a better understanding of why,
when, and how students become better learners. That means, this research method allows
teachers to evaluate and reflect upon their pedagogical practice, and to identify problems
and suitable solutions (Burns, 2010).
Moreover, Parsons and Brown (2002) described AR as a form of investigation used
by teachers who attempt to provide a solution to different problems that they face in the
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classroom. This type of investigation needs systematic observations and data collection. The
hypothetical action plan for action research according to McNiff and Whitehead (2006) is to:
Take stock of what is going on; identify a concern; think of a possible way forward;
try it out; monitor the action by gathering data to show what is happening; evaluate
progress by establishing procedures for making judgments about what is happening;
test the validity of claims to knowledge; modify practice in light of the evaluation
(p.8).
The steps described by McNiff and Whitehead are part of the AR cycles. In each
cycle, we are able to observe, plan, implement, and reflect (see Figure 1). According to
McNiff and Whitehead (2011), the AR steps are observation, reflection, acting, evaluating
and modifying.

Figure 1. Action Research steps

In the observation stage, TR need to find the problem. Then, they reflect upon the
best way to proceed and plan the activities for the classes. After that, TR need to implement
the activities, observe and evaluate the results in order to start the new cycle.
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3.3 Description of the Context

We conducted this research study at a public school in Bogota, in the neighborhood
of Santander located in the southeast of Bogota in the municipality of Antonio Nariño. The
participants were a group of 24 5-years-old students, 14 boys and 10 girls. We selected this
group according to our research interests. These students belonged to a lower middle socioeconomic status. They have received English classes without a defined teaching-learning
approach. They received English classes only once a week for two hours every Thursday.
In-practice teachers from La Salle University teach these classes by following the PEI
(institution educational project) of Francisco de Paula Santander School. Such document
says that education at this school must look for the improvement of the educational
environment and its role in students’ integral development, and for the strengthening of the
five dimensions of the human being (spiritual, social, psycho-emotional, intellectual and
interpersonal).

3.4 Data Collections Instruments and Procedures

TR made use of three instruments in order to collect data. The three instruments were
field journals, teachers' and parents' surveys, and video-transcriptions. These instruments
took place in the first and second cycle of this AR study.
3.4.1. Field journal. This instrument was of high importance during this research
project because it was the first tool when directing this action research. It helped us carry out
the inquiry through the physical act of recording events in the classroom. According to Craig
(2009), the researcher who does the observation and carries out the field journal needs to
write and describe the events occurring during the observation. We then used it when
recording naturally occurring events, during observations, or when conducting interviews. In
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this way, the field journal prevented bias since we did not express our beliefs nor personal
opinions when taking notes.
Bonilla and Rodriguez (1997) state that field journals allow systematizing our
pedagogical practice to enrich and transform it, since it enables a permanent monitoring in
research. It means that, by carrying out an objective field journal, teacher researchers can
follow-up the class so they can modify it depending on their children's and the class
convenience.
Through the field journals, TR expected to find the way TPR games and imagery
enhance the A1 vocabulary in English as a Foreign Language in the kindergarten students.
Owing to that, while the classes, the TR had to observe and take notes of the events that
occurred in class, such as the activities proposed and the participant students' responses to
them, the TR kept thirteen field journals for the first and second cycle (eight and five
respectively). (See appendix 3).
3.4.2. Surveys. Apart from analyzing the English classes, TR needed to get
information related to the participant students’ background and approach to English. As the
participant students may be too young to be aware to provide the information required, the
TR decided to get the information from their parents and teachers. More specifically, we
needed to know the strategies implemented with respect to vocabulary activities in class
from teachers. In the surveys, the children’s parents answered about the student's language
background and the importance of games for the children.
Therefore, TR used surveys, which are the method to collect information such as
descriptions, comparisons, or explanations about different areas such as social knowledge,
feelings, values, preferences and behaviors (Fink, 2006). Thus applying surveys was the way
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of getting the social knowledge and behavior information from parents and teachers. (See
appendix 1 and 2).
Wilkinson and Birmingham (2003) claim that there are three types of questionnairessurveys: the mail survey, the group-administered, and the household drop-off survey. TR
decided to use the household drop-off survey because it facilitates the respondents to
provide answers at home and the opportunity for TR to clarify the respondents’ answers.
We selected thirteen teachers and twenty-four parents to answer the survey, but only
eleven teachers and nine parents actually answered it.
3.4.3. Video transcriptions. The third instrument was the video-transcription, a
procedure to report a dialogue describing everything that occurred in a specific video, as
Hopkins (2002) claims, "It allows teachers to observe many facets of their teaching and
provides heuristic and accurate information for diagnostics" (p. 132). Through the video
transcriptions, TR intended to document the occurring interactions between teacher and
participant students in activities related to vocabulary work. (See appendix 4).

3.5 Research Steps and Procedures

Taking into account the subordinate and superordinate words, the TR decided to
select some words from the Basic English base on the list that Richards (1943) stated;
therefore, the following words are going to be the superordinate words for the specified
hyponyms.
Some of the vocabulary introduced (underline) here were selected and modified
(strikethrough) by the TR to complete the hyponyms correlated, taking into account the
frequency and the relevance in the use of these words.
Table 3
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Basic vocabulary modified for beginner learners of EFL
Commands Fruit

Family

Animals

Greetings School

Body

supplies

parts

Color

up

orange members

Cow

day

pencil

mouth

yellow

now

apple

daughter

cat

morning

book

neck

green

out

brother

monkey

scissors

nail

red

stand

mother

dog

head

blue

start

sister

fish

heart

paint

father

horse

hair

pig

finger

time
please

face

yes

eye

no

ear

jump
move
run
sit
example

Note: Words selected by Ogden and Richards as their basis (1923).

We selected and modified some of the vocabulary introduced (underline) in the
previous table to complete the hyponyms correlated, taking into account the frequency and
the relevance in the use of these words. We carried out this research project with the same
population in two different cycles, in which we planned activities for the English classes for
children to be able to work with the target vocabulary. In the first cycle, TR applied TPR
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games as the main strategy, differently to the second cycle when TR changed the main
strategy to imagery.
Table 4
Action research steps description
Stages

First Cycle

Second Cycle

Observation

Classes and found the problem.

TPR classes.

Instruments:

Instruments:

Parents’ surveys, Teachers’

Field Journals

surveys, Diagnostic class.
Reflection

Information gathered and

Information gathered and

suggested a possible solution.

proposed an alternative

TR proposed and planned the

possible solution to solve the

activities to try to solve the

initial problem found. TR

problem applying TPR games.

proposed and planned the

Instruments:

activities applying imagery.

Field Journals

Instruments:
Field Journals

Acting

Evaluation

Activities planned into

Activities planned into

practice, implementing TPR

practice, implementing

games.

imagery.

Instruments:

Instruments:

Field Journals and Video

Field Journals and Video

transcriptions

transcriptions

TR analyzed the way TPR

TR analyzed the way imagery
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games foster A1 vocabulary

foster A1 vocabulary

according to the data collected.

according to the data

Instruments:

collected.

Field Journals

Instruments:
Field Journals

3.6 Data Collection Procedures in the Action Research Stages

The data of the current study was collected throughout different stages:
Stage 1: Surveys design (3 weeks)
During the first stage, the TR had a weekly meeting with the degree work director in
order to select and organize the questions in the survey for teachers of different subjects and
for the children's parents.
Stage 2: Surveys application (2 weeks)
After having decided the questions to ask to the twenty-four parents and thirteen
teachers, the TR provided them (teachers and parents) with the surveys. They needed to
answer and return the surveys the following class (1 week). As most of them forgot the due
date, TR had to extend the return or surveys for 2 weeks. When receiving the surveys just 9
parents and 11 teachers returned the survey.
Stage 3: Design (4 months)
After having stated the problem, TR met weekly with the degree work director to
design the instruments (Field journals, parents’ and teachers’ surveys, and video
transcriptions) and plan their application during the two cycles of the AR project.
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Stage 4: Application (4 months)
We applied the instruments (Field journals, parents’ and teachers’ surveys, and video
transcriptions) during the English classes that took place on Thursdays at Francisco de Paula
Santander School from 9:00 am to 11:30 am
In conclusion, the aforementioned instruments were chosen and designed in order to
collect the information. The TR would reach the set objectives based on the information
gathered, and then provide an answer to the objectives and therefore to the research.
Table 5
Instruments of data collection to achieve objectives
Research question

Main objective

Instruments of data

To analyze the manner TPR games and

collection

imagery enhance the A1 vocabulary in
English as a Foreign Language in
students of kindergarten.
How does the

Specific objectives

implementation of

1) To plan, organize, and put into

1) TR used the

TPR games and

practice the use of TPR games and

surveys, field journals

imagery enhance A1

imagery in order to extend the

and preliminary

vocabulary

enhancement of A1 vocabulary in

observations.

acquisition in

English in the kindergarten students.

kindergarten students
at Francisco de Paula

2) To analyze the way TPR games and

2) Field journals,

Santander School?

imagery enhance A1 vocabulary

Video-transcriptions
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acquisition in kindergarten.

3) To identify the role of TPR games
and imagery in kindergarten students’

3) Field journals,

learning process of English vocabulary

Video-transcriptions

under the designed implementation.

This research project helps the participant students to enhance A1 vocabulary.
Moreover this research project might have a bigger impact in the school such as re-enforcing
the importance of TPR and imagery in EFL classes and there has been very little or no
approach to English at all. It also reminds teachers of helping their students learning
processes be friendlier and easygoing, apart from their ordinary way of teaching.

3.7 Pedagogical Design

Before this study started the TR requested the PEI (Institutional Educational Project)
so as to get related with the policies and regulations that rule the school. Further, TR found
that the school was regulated by the MEN (National Ministry of Education). Therefore,
when referring to the foreign language teaching practices, the method and approach they
implement follow the curriculum guidelines for foreign languages established by the MEN.
Once the problem was found TR needed to find methods that could help to overcome
the situation, such methods needed to be in compliance with the school’s rules; as well as
they needed to be appealing for the grade and suitable for the student’s age.
The MEN suggests six different methods for foreign language teaching: the
communicative approach, total physical response, and natural method, task based learning,
content based learning, and whole language.
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Among all of the suggested methods, TR chose the method that could suit better
based on the students age, the tasks they were able to achieve, and the time, as the TR were
allowed to teach the classes only once a week. That led the TR to select TPR as the method
to be implemented in this study. Moreover, in the second cycle TR decided to make use of
imagery through the use of posters and flashcards.
In order to reach the objectives established this research study has a qualitative
approach as it authorizes the researcher to interact regularly with the population of the study
(Craig, 2009). Moreover it complies with the characteristics of the qualitative approach
stated by Craig (2009):
“Qualitative research studies are broad and extensive, and typically require a
much longer timeline. A qualitative study involves small groups of subjects and may
even consist of an examination of one person operating and interacting in a particular
environment. Qualitative studies attempt to provide insight into behaviors that occur
among a specific number of subjects, at one given time, in one very specific setting.”
(p. 8).
This research study is broad as it was meant to work on a Nation-wide matter, find
appealing methods that can increase the enhancement of English learning. The population is
a group of 25 kindergarten students. And the researcher is an active participant in this study;
TR was not only an observer but also the English teacher.
This pedagogical proposal was designed with the aim of helping the students from
kindergarten to acquire new vocabulary in English so that they become able to start
expressing themselves in English as the MEN requires schools to provide children from
three to six years old with an education that is projected to face the challenges of the new
millennium, from the perspective of human and social development. And one of the most
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remarkable challenges of the new millennium is the internationalization of English as a
global language for business.
Being the class the first approach to English for the participant students, TR was a
model for students during the classes. Consequently, most of the time students had to imitate
the pronunciation of the words and the actions performed by the teacher. Being the TR the
model for students as they were not able to read or complete tasks on their own.
In order to reach the established objectives TR made use of different resources when
teaching the classes such as: posters, flashcards, videos, and power point presentations,
among others. Moreover, while conducting this study, TR needed to find the most suitable
type of assessment to apply during the classes. Formative assessment was chosen as it is
conducted during the instruction and its main objective is to improve learning instead of just
auditing it (Moss and Brookhart, 2009). Therefore formative assessment notifies about the
decisions taken during the instruction by both, teachers and students, as well as it also
provides information in order to determine if learning is actually taking place.
During the English classes, and after the different activities, the teacher would take
notes of the students’ mistakes, and at the end of the activity the teacher asked all the
students to provide the correct answer in each situation. Most of the mistakes gathered by
the teacher were in regards to pronunciation and coherence between the phonological aspect
and the vocabulary words.

3.8. Data Analysis Approach

TR decided to analyze the data collected through content analysis because as the
target of the research project was the vocabulary acquisition, we needed to find if the
vocabulary progressively went into increment. Content analysis focuses on the word, its
meaning, and the context, as stated by Lankshear and Knobel (2004):
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The unit of analysis reminds at the Word level, but the researcher is also interested in
reading the text on either side of the focus word or phrase. This is (a) to understand
the meaning of the focus word or phrase in each instance, and (b) to understand the
context of each instance of the word or phrase being sought (p. 333).
Content analysis is as a research approach of data analysis that allows researchers
making solid conclusions from texts, through a set of steps, to identify relevant details like
understandings, intentions, etc. with the aim of finding the relationship between word and
meaning (Lankshear & Knobel, 2004).
According to Lankshear and Knobel (2004), the steps to analyze the data collected
through content analysis are:
Table 6
Data analysis progress
Step Steps According to Lankshear

Progress in the Analysis of Data for this

#

and Knobel (2004)

1.

Organize the text to determine units TR found two main units: TPR games and
of analysis

2.

Research Study

imagery

Read through the texts to be
analyzed a number of times.

3.

Decide whether contextual or other

TR found two sub-units of analysis: Semantic

latent-meaning related items also

and phonological aspects

need to be coded.
4.

Develop lists, categories or other
organization schemes.

TR created a chart.
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5.

Revisit texts and check to see what
has been inadvertently ‘missed out’

6.

Interpret results in the light of the
theories framing the study.

The analysis of data was carried out with the tutor during the meetings that took
place every week. Such analysis was done from the information gathered with different
instruments that were applied in all the English classes.
During the first step, and while reading the information gathered TR made a list of
the outcomes of each activity registered. Then TR read the list in order to find repetitive
units, which were TPR games and imagery. After that, TR read the list again to check if
there were contextual or other latent-meaning related items that needed to be coded. In this
step, TR found two sub-units that were latent during the previous steps of analysis which
were semantic and phonological aspect. In the following step (#4) TR created a chart in
order to organize the list done in step #1. Afterwards, TR revised the data collected to
confirm that no information was omitted during the previous steps. Finally, the TR analyzed
the results organized in the chart based on the theories framing this degree work.
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Chapter 4

Data Analysis and Results

Along this chapter, we describe the outcomes gotten after the analysis of the
information gathered by using content analysis approach. In addition, most of the examples
with its corresponding explanation are presented in charts and explained for a better
explanation of the results obtained.

4.1 The Use of TPR Games to Enhance A1 Vocabulary

This first section presents the TPR games used in the research project, the outcomes and the
analysis of the results after using them to enhance A1 vocabulary.

4.1.1 TPR games for enhancing a1 vocabulary. We used different TPR games such
as “Simon said, concentration games, charades, and mimics” that are based on commands
and imitations that involve movement and that the students were familiarized with, since
their teacher taught these games in the native language; therefore, during the two cycles of
the research project. Those TPR games helped the students to enhance A1 vocabulary in two
main aspects, the phonological and semantic aspect. (See appendix 5).

4.1.1.1 Phonological aspect. TPR games enhance A1 vocabulary in the phonological
aspect by making the students identify the image and produce the corresponding
pronunciation of the lexical item and movement. For example, in a class activity, the teacher
presented a lexical item with the corresponding image by emphasizing the pronunciation of
the word. This technique follows movement that corresponds with the image and the lexical
item. The teacher asked the students to produce the pronunciation of the lexical item and to
perform the movement for several times. These steps guarantee the enhancement of A1
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vocabulary in the phonological aspect because when the students look at the image, they can
produce the pronunciation of the lexical item and perform the actions that the TR taught and
indicated in previous classes. In further classes, when someone else asked for the
pronunciation and action of an already-taught image, the students could say the lexical item
with accurate pronunciation and perform the corresponding action again. These actions also
happened when someone showed a similar image with a similar lexical item that coincided
with the action previously performed in previous classes. The following is an example of
this learning taken out from the analysis of observations.

Table 7
Sample of an analysis table
Phonological aspect:

Sit down / sɪt/ /daʊn/

Image:

A yellow card

Lexical item:

Sit down understood as a command

TPR performed:

The participant students sit down

The TR used the phonological lexical item "sit down" and the students performed the
corresponding action. They were also able to say the lexical item (/ sɪt/ /daʊn/ ), or the color
(/yellow/), and sometimes finger point to and say the names of objects around that contain
this color; for example, banana, sun, and flower.

This process started by saying the lexical item, performing the movement the TRs
expected from the

participant students, and at the same time showed the participant

students the color that corresponded to the movement, creating a connection between the
sound, the movement and the image.
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Each color had an action to perform such as blue= to stand up, red= to jump, and
yellow= to sit down. When the TR started the activity without using the image, the
participant students understood the referential meaning from the pronunciation of the lexical
item. The figure below provides an example of this result.

Figure 2: Commands for the class. The teacher introduces the command to jump with a red
card companion.

In other activity the participant students had to identify the command "stand up" and
associating it with the color blue and its pronunciation. The picture below shows the TR
holding a blue card, and as a visual command the participant students have to stand up and
say the phonological aspect. This technique allows the students to associate the command
"stand up" with the color blue and its pronunciation. Therefore, the participant students were
able to understand the referential meaning (stand up) from the pronunciation of the lexical
item or from watching the color blue.
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Figure 3: Commands for the class II. The teacher introduces the command to sit down with
a blue card companion.

Table 8

Summary of the results gathered after teaching a new command using TPR

Phonological aspect
Semantic aspect

Sit down /sɪt/ /daʊn/
A blue card

Phonological aspect reproduced

Sit down /sɪt/ /daʊn/

Lexical item

Sit down understood as a command

Referential meaning

Sitting down

TPR performed

The participant students stand up

The TR taught the students some lexical items such as: sit down, stand up, clap your
hands, silence, jump and some parts of the body, by following this technique and they gave
to the students’ new referential meanings to these same lexical items. For example, the
numbers taught to count things with their fingers in a video also had another referential
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meaning that was following instructions in a physical activity and check the understanding
of them by repeating series of physical movements using the numbers.
Table 9
2 possible referential meanings with one lexical item
Referential meaning #1

The numbers used to count things, eg, 1 apple, 2 apples

Referential meaning #2

The numbers used to follow a physical activity, eg, 1 touch
your head, 2 touch shoulders and 3 touch hips

The teacher showed a video about counting numbers. As the video was playing, the
teacher asked students to repeat the numbers constantly and count them with their fingers.

Figure 4: TPR movements using phonological items. Participant students following the
teacher’s instructions.

Then the TR set up a command that correspond to each number. The transition of the
second activity will be then to reproduce the phonological aspect, show it with the fingers to
reinforce the number and finally perform the movement expected.

Table 10
Lexical item #2 understood by using a semantic or a phonological aspect
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Phonological aspect reproduced

The numbers /wʌn/, /tu/, /θri/, /fɔr/

Semantic aspect

Lexical item #2

1 touch your head, 2 touch shoulders and 3 touch
hips

The TRs stopped using finger counting to rehearse the phonological aspect; the
participant students were able to perform the movement by just identifying the phonological
aspect of the numbers at random.

4.1.1.2 Semantic aspect. The semantic aspect in the TPR takes the command as a
mental image of the movement indicated but not as a semantic physical image. A movement
is associated to the command, there is not a presence of a physical image; instead, the
participant students take the movement performed by the teacher as the image that indicates
movement and finally they mimic.

Figure 5: TPR movement. Participant students following a movement “hands in the
air” performed by the teacher
Table 11
Briefly description of an image in movement
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Semantic aspect

Mental image of a movement

Lexical item

Hands in the air understood as a command

Referential meaning

hands in the air

TPR performed

The participant students put their hands in the air

The students associated the image with the pronunciation of the lexical item and the
referential meaning, and then they were able to perform the action depending on the image
they associate with the TPR movement.

As a result, the students were able to reproduce referential meanings of commands
by using TPR. This result goes in line with Asher (1986), who claims that in the TPR
method, the students have a primary role as listeners, then they are performers in the method
itself; after listening, they react to language teaching in a collective and individual way.

When the teacher told the students the command, they performed it accordingly to
the pronunciation of the lexical item that the teacher produced. Then the teacher asked them
to draw the semantic aspect that corresponded to that specific referential meaning. The
students were able to make a drawing where the action was clear, but the doer was different.
Therefore as there was not a repetitive patron that could lead us to only one specific doer.

The difficulty to consider the semantic aspect in TPR, is to reproduce the performed
activities into images, symbols or representations, as the students could reproduce the same
referential meaning in a different way. See table 12.

Table 12
Detailed description of an image in movement
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Referential

Semantic

meaning

aspect

1

Sit down performed

1

Jump performed

2

Sit down performed

2

Jump performed

This is an example that the TRs used to asked each participant student to draw or
describe what they saw in their minds when the referential meaning was stated, and the
results in the semantic aspect were different in each case, which lead the TRs to think that
even when the referential meaning is equally performed in a TPR activity, the semantic
aspect that the participant students have is different for each student but they all have the
sense of movement in each of their examples. Consequently, the semantic aspect can be
perceived as an image in movement.

4.1.2 The role of TPR games in a1 vocabulary learning. TPR games were chosen
to enhance A1 vocabulary acquisition; Moreover, it unexpectedly worked as a classroom
management tool as it helped the teacher to manage the spread of attention moments that
happened in the classroom with one aspect to consider as it was phonological aspect and the
problematic about the semantic aspect.

4.1.2.1 Phonological aspect. TPR Games are the trigger for students to associate a
lexical item with a movement and the respective pronunciation that, as indicated for
performance, prevents disruptive behaviors. Throughout the classes, we asked the students
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to execute a corresponding movement connected to a lexical item and to reproduce the
pronunciation of it. By repeating the actions of executing a movement and reproducing the
pronunciation of the lexical items several times in different classes, the participant students
internalized the lexical item and its corresponding pronunciation by having the movement as
the referential meaning. These TPR games caught the students’ attention, as in the
observation TR could evidence that most of them showed being able to reproduce the
pronunciation and movement when TR asked them for it, in individual situations in or out
the class. This particular event led the TR think that the TPR games were not only a teaching
method but also a classroom management strategy since such games help prevent the
children’ disruptive behavior.

A clear example of this situation is, is the moment when the participant students
came back from their break (moment #1), the lack of attention moment, and the need to
bring them back to the class was sometimes disruptive; Therefore, the TRs started to bring
the TPR activity taught in previous classes about the connection of color and movements, in
this situation the TR said in a very low voice the commands and the participant students
were able to identify the phonological aspect and its respective movement, this in order to
reduce the disruptive behavior, and the result was very positive, the participant students
showed good behavior and were back into the class besides they were interested and eager
to participate (moment #2).

Table 13
Comparison of two moments in the class after using TPR
Moment #1

Disruptive behavior

Lexical item

blue= to stand up, red= to jump, and yellow= to sit down

Phonological aspect

/ˈjɛloʊ/, /rɛd/, /blu/
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Moment #2

Well behaved

Evidence of this also happens when a different TR asked for an already-taught
lexical item and the students answered with the corresponding movement executed in the
class and the accurate pronunciation of the lexical item. Another example happened in a
physical education class, the teacher in charge said the numbers aloud from one to five while
the participant students touch a specific part of their body for each number; the phonological
aspect caught the attention of those who were not involved in the activity and brought them
back to the class.

4.1.2.2 Semantic aspect. While conducting the research project, no evidence could
prove an actual progress of the semantic aspect regarding TPR games, since no tangible
evidence shows that students were able to reproduce lexical items or units in a semantic
matter. However, the evidence that they really got the referential meaning of the lexical
items presented was mainly through the actions they were able to reproduce. Therefore, the
semantic aspect was set up as an image in movement and not just as a static image.

Figure 6: Image accompanied with a phonological aspect. Participant students
following an image in movement and its correspond sound
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Table 14
TPR performed as a part of the semantic aspect
Semantic aspect

Mental image of a movement

Lexical item

Sit down understood as a command

Referential meaning

Sit down

TPR performed

The participant students sit down

The semantic aspect understood as a mental image of movement and the
phonological aspect of TPR work together as a referential meaning in order to introduce
commands. Consequently, the participant students were able to identify the action performed
as an image of sitting in the semantic part, then the TR reproduced the phonological aspect
/sɪt daʊn/ with the semantic aspect “image in movement” as a whole; consequently the
participant students repeated the action and understood both, the image and the
pronunciation of the lexical item as one referential meaning, the action of sitting down as
such.

Later, the TR used the semantic aspect or the phonological aspect (that belong to the
same referential meaning) and the students were able to perform the action without any
problem

4.2. The Use of Imagery to Enhance A1

This section presents the results and the analysis of using imagery to enhance A1
vocabulary, in addition, its role in the classroom; by means the phonological and the
semantic aspects respectively. (See appendix 5)
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4.2.1 Imagery resources to enhance a1 vocabulary. The different images
presented through flashcards, PowerPoint presentations, photographs and videos helped
children understand A1 vocabulary in two main aspects, phonologically and semantically.

4.2.1.1 Phonologic aspect. Imagery as a resource to enhance A1 vocabulary in the
phonological aspect, allowed the students to identify the different referential meanings from
the pronunciation of the lexical items. Besides the fact that students could associate images
with the pronunciation of the respective lexical items and referential meanings, they were
also able to reproduce, identify and connect them with previous knowledge. For instance,
when the TR reproduced a pronunciation of the lexical item, the students were able to make
connections with a lexical item previously taught, the action that corresponds to it, the
pronunciation of the lexical item and, they were also able to translate it into their native
language. In addition, they were able to do more than one connection with a second lexical
item that corresponded to the same single image. This action fosters the enhancement of new
vocabulary from previous connections to create new knowledge.

Figure 7: Referential meanings with one lexical item. Teacher asking the participant
students for vocabulary examples of one image
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Table 15
2 Lexical items of 1 image
Phonological aspect

Girl and Sister

Semantic aspect

Lexical item

Lisa as a girl and as Bart's sister

Referential meaning

Girl as gender and Sister as a member of the family

Along the course, not only did the students recognize the semantic aspect but also the
different referential meanings associated to it, as it is stated in the chart above where the
participant students one semantic aspect that is connected with the 2 isolated phonological
aspects, and 2 lexical items that can be linked, and come up with one referential meaning or
more.

Another example is the vocabulary of fruits that goes in line with vocabulary of
colors. The students identified the pronunciation of the lexical items as referential meaning
that they could relate to other lexical items. It permitted them to recall taught lexical items in
previous classes, and try to get the teacher’s approval when using the phonological aspect of
the lexical items that could contain the initial lexical item.

Table 16
Phonological aspects produced after using imagery
/rɛd/ /grin/

/blæk/ /grin/ /ˈjɛloʊ/
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In this exercise the participant students identify the image and came out with lexical
items previously taught, the colors, using the phonological aspect to try to find the approval
of the TRs; Moreover, in the cases when the TRs asked them to show a related lexical item,
the students were able to finger point the lexical items that they could relate to the initial
one, pointing to walls, bags or things that contain that color.

The different sources to use pronunciation of the lexical items as videos and songs
accompanied with images allowed the students to have a wide source to watch and imitate
the pronunciation of the lexical items in a repeating activity that helped them understand the
lexical items, the respective referential meanings and pronunciation.

Table 17
Sources of pronunciation used during the research project

Source of pronunciation

Source of pronunciation Source of pronunciation

(song)

(video)

(teacher)

In a different example, the students were able to identify two lexical items and think
of another lexical item taught in a previous class. Then, they were able to differentiate two
lexical items, and at the same time, to find a commonality between them. This happened for
instance with the identification of the numbers and the fruits. They could differentiate these
two groups when they saw them or listened to them. In addition, they were able to answer
the question that the TR formulated about the color. By doing this, the students showed the
understanding of a third referential meaning, the color in common of each group. For
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example, they painted a number "3" shape and a figure of an apple in red. The initial
objective of this exercise was to organize the shapes and figures into the hyponymy groups
of numbers and fruits. Later, the TR asked them for "the colors". The TR asked "what color
is this?" and the students were able to identify the color of either the colored number or fruit,
to say it with accurate pronunciation and finally to finger point to it.

Table 18
Imagery used to connect phonetically aspects and commands
A blue card

/ sɪt daʊn /

Sit down understood as a command

/blu/

A red card

/ʤʌmp/

Jump understood as a command

/rɛd/

A yellow card

/ stænd ʌp /

Stand up understood as a command

/ˈjɛloʊ/

The images used to present the commands were in this case the colors. Each color
involved one command and its respective phonological aspect. For example, the color "blue"
had a command that was "sit down". When the TR reproduced the pronunciation of the color
or the command established for such color, the students were able to understand that the
pronunciation of the lexical items represented "stand up" and they were able to connect both,
the color and the command, with one referential meaning that was the action of standing
up.

4.2.1.2 Semantic aspect. The imagery in the classroom helped the students create
their own referential meanings in accordance to their context. The students were able to
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exemplify the referential meanings with their own reality, bringing contextualized
vocabulary. An example of this is the members of the family. The students were able to
identify the pronunciation of the lexical item of the members of the family and the mental
reference of each one in relation to the figures the TR had shown. In addition, when students
were asked about a specific lexical item, they were able to finger point the image or they
mentioned their names.

Therefore, drawing can contribute to the mental process of children at that age since
they are in a stage that both the cognitive and motor system are in growing development.
This result goes in line with Sawyer (2006) who claims that images facilitate the learning of
vocabulary in kindergarten level. This event shows a great understanding of the taught
vocabulary because they were able to associate a specific lexical item with others that they
had already learnt.

4.2.2 The role of imagery in a1 vocabulary learning. This section holds evidence
about the role of imagery in the learning field, and the two phonological and semantic
aspects that contributes to show the connections between lexical items and the respective
referential meaning, also the possible use of this method as a classroom management tool.

4.2.2.1 Phonologic aspect and semantic aspect.

Imagery is the companion of the lexical item that helped the students associate and
create referential meanings. TR showed the students some images that correspond to some
lexical items. In addition, the TR produced the respective pronunciation of the lexical items.
This procedure made the students associate two lexical items and a pronunciation of the
lexical item with one referential meaning.
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Imagery is also the tool that students use to have referential meanings of lexical items. The
TR use imagery to help children understand better the new vocabulary trying to avoid the
use of the mother tongue in the class. For example, in a class, the teacher showed flashcards
of the parts of the body and pointed out each one so that students associate the lexical item
with the pictured meaning. At the same time, the teacher pronounced the lexical item and
students had to repeat. By showing the images to the students and make them repeat the
respective pronunciation correctly, they could associate the lexical item and its
pronunciation to the pictured meaning.

Confirming what Hsiao and Oxford (2002) stated about using imagery helps recreate
the images and remember what was previously learned. They also state that, “Memory
strategies are particular mnemonic devices that aid learner in moving information to longterm memory for storage purposes and retrieving it from long term when needed for use”
(p.32).

Table 19
Phonological aspect accompanying a semantic aspect
Phonological aspect

Eyes /aɪz/

Semantic aspect

Lexical item

Eyes understood as an image

Referential meaning

Part of the body use to see

Evidence shows that, when the teacher showed a flash card at random, the students
could remember the corresponding lexical item and the pronunciation according to the part
of the body they watch, in this case the chart above the TR showed the students one
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flashcard with the semantic aspect on it, the participant students came out with the
phonological aspect.

Figure 8: Connection between the image and the phonological aspect
In a different class, the teacher had a memory game in which the students had to find
the matching card. In that game, the students also had to identify and reproduce the
pronunciation of the color of the card they wanted to unfold, and then they had to do it with
the image that was on the other side of the card, for example, the TRs showed the blue card,
the participant students reproduce the phonological aspect /blu/ and then they turned the card
to see the semantic aspect in the other side of the blue card, that was an image of eyes, the
students reproduced the phonological aspect /aɪz/ and as a final task they had to locate the
part in the body that was posted in the board as it appears in the image above .

These results show that the students are able to identify the images, plus the word
and the pronunciation of the lexical item that corresponds to the referential meaning of the
word.
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Figure 9:Hhyponomy lexical item hierarchy exercise
Table 20
Phonological items produced after showing the semantic aspect
Phonological aspect

Apple /ˈæpəl/

Semantic aspect
A red apple
Lexical item

Apple

Referential meaning

Apple

Phonological item produced

green apple, yellow apple and red apple

In this case, the TR showed an image of a fruit, the word of the fruit plus the
pronunciation of the lexical item of it /ˈæpəl/. In a later exercise, the students were able to
recognize the pronunciation of the lexical item, the image or the word. Moreover, they also
were able to produce the pronunciation of new lexical items correlated or draw the semantic
aspect with different exemplifications.
This exercise helped the student to associate different lexical items and pronunciation
of the lexical items with one referential meaning, to classify the referential meaning, and
identify the hyponymy lexical item that in this case was fruit.
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Figure 10: Hyponomy lexical name by participant students
Table 21
Hierarchy of vocabulary from a hyponymy lexical item
Hyponymy lexical item:

Fruit

Lexical items associated:

Apple, Banana, Pear and orange.

The TR gave the students different lexical items to identify and then to connect with
a hyponymy lexical item. For example, the students received vocabulary as apple, banana,
strawberry, and more fruits. When the teacher asked the students to group the new
vocabulary and then to mention the name of the group of the new vocabulary, the students
mentioned the name of the group in the native language, say “frutas”. Then, the teacher
showed them that the new vocabulary was part of the group of “fruits”, which constitutes a
new lexical item in English to label the related new vocabulary. This new lexical item went
accompanied by its pronunciation and referential meaning, the name for the group of fruits.
These results prove that the lexical items determined by the hierarchy could bring
new vocabulary in the hyponymy exercise, the hyponymy vocabulary then aims to bring a
hyperonym and consequently new vocabulary, as Carter (2012) mentions, “the hyponymy
will determine the hierarchy of lexical items".
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Moreover, students were able to use this hyponymy exercise when the teacher asked
them in a different class for examples of fruits; then they were able to understand the
hierarchy and give examples for each group they were assigned as family members, fruits,
numbers just to mention some.

Figure 11: Exemplification of hyponomy lexical items
Table 22
Hierarchy of vocabulary produced phonologically
Phonological lexical items

Fruits

Asked
Phonological lexical items produced:
Phonological lexical items asked
Phonological lexical items produced

Apple, oranges, banana etc.
Family members
Mother, father, sister etc.

Taking into account their process of hierarchy, it is imperative to mention that even
when the students identify the lexical items that labeled a group, the exemplification of each
of the hyponymy lexical items produced by the students was either by pronunciation of the
lexical items, draws or by matching lexical items.
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The last one was an exercise that included different lexical items in disorder, some of
them were images and some words, and the students had to organize two lexical items that
correspond to one referential meaning. As an example, the TR used different vocabulary
presented in flashcards either as images or words, then the students had to connect the two
of them and organize them, moreover the teacher asked them about the pronunciation of the
lexical item that corresponded to these lexical items and the children were able to reproduce
the pronunciation of the lexical item.

4.3 The longitudinal process of learning A1 vocabulary

This research study accounts for a longitudinal process of the English classes, along
the classes, there were two main strategies in use in order to enhance the A1 vocabulary
acquisition.

4.3.1 Imagery and previous knowledge. The lexical items used in the pedagogical
practice to introduce A1 vocabulary following the CEFR, and listed in chapter 3, was
vocabulary that the participant students knew in their native language, therefore the
referential meaning was already set up and the new lexical item may be easily accepted.
The participant students were able to create referential meaning connections with
previous knowledge in the students’ native language as Jalongo (2007) claimed, “As any
effective teacher can attest, one recommended way to promote learning is to make
connections to prior learning” (p.398), in a longitudinal process.
In the first stage of the action research process, the TR applied the first assessment in
a diagnostic class about English based on the CEFR, and it showed that even when children
identified the phonological lexical units in their native language (pronunciation) and its
correspond referential meaning from images, they could not identify the lexical items
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/words/ neither in their native language nor in the FL, which led the TR to understand that
children from kindergarten IED Francisco de Paula Santander were able to identify the
lexical items (words) as images and not words as such (because they don’t know how read
and write yet).
These results in the first stage showed a lack of vocabulary in a FL, as the students
were not able to identify the categories previously mentioned in the basic vocabulary table
A1 (Table N° 3 ) that the TRs used in the diagnostic class; the referential meanings that they
could reproduce through the companion of images in the classes helped them to improve
their learning vocabulary matter, as it was registered along the field journals.

Diagnostic
class

Lexical
items and
images

Connections
with referential
meanings

Figure 12: Longitudinal process of A1 vocabulary registered in field journals.
As shown in the field journals the diagnostic class gather enough evidence that
demonstrate a lack of vocabulary A1 in a FL, the following classes using this instrument the
TRs gather information after using lexical items and images to finally compare the
connections with referential meaning that the participant students did in the last class with
the first diagnostic class.
The participant students demonstrated a better understanding of the lexical items and
the connections with the respective referential meanings. In addition, when the TR asked the
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students about the connections of a specific lexical item, they were able to finger point,
pronounce or create a semantic symbol of the lexical item. Every single of these moments
along the data analysis showed comprehension and understanding of A1 vocabulary after
using imagery. Moreover, the results that prompts doing a comparison between the
diagnostic class and the final class that used the same parameters based on the table
vocabulary A1 (Table 3) showed a significant improvement.
Another result after using imagery was the situation when the images that the teacher
used in class were on the TV screen or with flashcards. They definitely called the students’
attention by showing interest for the new vocabulary, participation and interaction. By
considering this, the TR used the images as a strategy when children came after their break
and the attention was spread. For instance, the TR showed an already-shown image, the
result was that children paid attention back into the image and got eager to identify the
lexical item of the image. This situation made the TR conclude that this strategy helped also
to the class management.
4.3.2 TPR games. We mainly used the TPR games during the two cycles in which the
TR and the physical education teacher started with different games to introduce A1
vocabulary. At the beginning, it was important for the class management to set certain
commands that we presented in English. After that, we made the students connect the
commands with different lexical items to introduce new vocabulary. In other words, the
lexical items bring other lexical items. This is also enhancement of A1 vocabulary. For
example, we made the students connect the colors and the commands or the numbers and the
commands. The students then were able to identify all the commands with different lexical
items associated to them in each case. The new vocabulary of commands that we used in
these TPR games helped the students identify phonological lexical items and mental
representations of the new knowledge. The teacher performed these representations and then
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the students repeated them. These mental representations helped to the enhancement of new
knowledge following Pitler, Hubbell, Kuhn, and Malenoski (2007) “nonlinguistic
representation enhances students’ ability to use mental images to represent and elaborate on
knowledge” (p. 86).
The TPR games enhance the A1 vocabulary as they help increase the students’
participation. Moreover, the TR found something unexpected; TPR games helped them have
a better class management as it caught the students’ attention. The lexical items that came
with the commands to teach vocabulary through TPR games helped the TR introduce new
A1 vocabulary and create commands to take control of the class.
Thus, the students were able not only to identify and reproduce the lexical item but
also to connect the movements associated to the lexical item. This understanding creates a
connection of pronunciation of the lexical items and movements to a specific lexical item.
The participation that the TPR games generated was very high, and the spread of attention
was almost null. This situation generated an appropriate class environment and helped the
teacher with the class management and the students with the learning process.
4.3.3 Complementation. These two strategies, TPR games and imagery, helped the
enhancement of A1 vocabulary acquisition. The results from each strategy showed great
advance in the phonologic and semantic aspects, as the participant students were able to
understand, and reproduce the pronunciation of the vocabulary taught, as well as the
semantic lexical items produced by them.
The mixture of these strategies benefits the students in the comprehension of
different lexical items to one referential meaning in each case. The participant students were
able to identify the phonological aspect of a lexical item and “capture” it. This action
demonstrates that they identify both, the phonological and semantic aspects of a lexical item.
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Moreover, the children in kindergarten were able to read the signs, connect them
with the lexical items, give them their own referential meanings, and reproduce them either
as an image or as a pronunciation of the lexical item. This event led the TR to the conclusion
that the lexical items should be evaluated by considering the aforementioned aspects.
Therefore, the students who were able to reproduce a pronunciation of the lexical item,
movement or image related to a referential meaning even in their native language were able
to understand the lexical items taught in class.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and Pedagogical Implications

Throughout this research project, we evidenced that TPR games and imagery
enhance A1 vocabulary in kindergarten students at Francisco de Paula Santander School as
it created scenarios for students to experience the vocabulary through their senses.
In the same way, the TR planned, organized, and put into practice the use of TPR
games and imagery with the aim of enhancing A1 vocabulary in English on the students
from kindergarten. By using content analysis, TRs were able to analyze the manner TPR
games and imagery enhance the A1 vocabulary in English as a Foreign Language in the
kindergarten students. Discovering that TPR games and imagery allow the students to
experience the target vocabulary in different ways such as seeing, listening, performing, and
establishing associations.
Finally, the TR were able to witness the roles that TPR games and imagery play in
the learning process of kindergarten students regarding vocabulary in English as a strategy
for the association of different lexical items with a referential meaning and classroom
management.
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Therefore, TPR games enhance A1 vocabulary as it allows the students to learn by
experiencing the language through the senses, as it requires students to listen to, identify,
repeat, and associate the lexical item with a movement. TPR games also empowered the
teacher in the classroom as it helps to reduce the spread of attention. Thereby, this strategy
also empowers the teacher with a tool to avoid spread of attention moments that can occur in
any moment throughout the class and at the same time, it permits the reinforcement of
commands.
Furthermore, imagery enhances A1 vocabulary as it permits the students to create
connections between words and images. The students would understand better the images
than text because, at their age, they are not able to read yet. This event makes us conclude
that the students internalize one, two, or even three images related to one lexical item. This
allows the student to create connections and organize the new vocabulary presented in
hierarchies and in groups, resulting in new words that enhance the A1 vocabulary.
By means of TPR games and imagery, the students understood the taught vocabulary
beyond the examples provided, which took students to be able to exemplify a word within
their own reality. This showed a significant learning process. In conclusion, TPR and
imagery open the door for students to learn and experience a new language, through the use
of these two strategies; the students will be able to enhance the vocabulary by connecting
vocabulary, organize it by hierarchy, and learn it by doing.
Regardless the time constraints that surrounded this research study from the
beginning to the end, regarding classes, and TR meetings, this research study has enriched
our pedagogical practice as it opened doors for all the TRs to try new methods, in order to
enhance the acquisition of vocabulary, based on the different language skills. Moreover, this
study has had an impact on the teachers of different subjects in the school Francisco de
Paula Santander, as this study gave them a close approach to the use of TPR games and
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imagery in the class, not only as an appealing method for kindergarten children but also as a
class management tool.
Implications for teaching and further research
This research project opens a door for students from the IED Francisco de Paula
Santander to have a different approach to the English language; it also helps the teachers to
implement English in their teaching habits in order to narrow the gap between EFL and
students’ daily life. Moreover, the future researchers will find information regarding
vocabulary. The fruitfulness of this research will contribute generations of studies that
foresee in little things, huge steps for the teaching and learning process.
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Appendix
1. Parents survey
UNIVERSIDAD DE LA SALLE
Licenciatura En Lengua Castellana Ingles Y Francés
Estimado padre de familia, Gracias por su tiempo. Muy comedidamente solicitamos su colaboración
contestando el siguiente cuestionario, el cual busca conocer qué rol cumple el juego en el proceso de
aprendizaje de una L2 (segunda lengua) en primer ciclo. La información obtenida será utilizada para el
proyecto de grado de los profesores investigadores Juan Carlos Acevedo, Rocio Cano, Jenny Rodríguez y
Alejandro Bradley, de igual manera servirá para generar nuevos conocimientos que aporten al mejoramiento
de la realidad educativa.

COMPROMISOS DE LOS DOCENTES- INVESTIGADORES
1.

La información recolectada en el proceso de investigación es de carácter estrictamente confidencial.

2.

Los resultados del análisis de la información serán socializados con la Facultad de Ciencias de la
Educación de la Universidad de la Salle y con la comunidad académica en general, manteniendo el
anonimato de los sujetos de la investigación.

3.

Ningún tipo de evaluación del docente se hará o derivará del proceso de investigación.

Complete la siguiente información:
Grado:

Edad:

Sexo : F __ M __

Evalúe el grado de importancia del inglés como L2 en el proceso de aprendizaje de su hijo/a.
Marque de 1 a 5, donde 1 es poco importante y 5 es muy importante.
Ingles

1

2

3

¿Usted motiva a su hijo/a para el aprendizaje de una L2?
SI

NO

¿Por qué?

4

5
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¿Considera usted que la motivación es parte importante en el proceso de aprendizaje de su hijo/a?
SI

NO

¿Por qué?

¿En qué grado considera que el juego motiva a su hijo/a? siendo 1 la calificación más baja y 5 la más alta.
1

2

3

4

5

¿Por qué cree usted que juego podría ser importante para el proceso de aprendizaje de su hijo/a?
SI

NO

¿Por qué?

¿Qué tipos de juegos le gusta más a su hijo/a? Marque con una X.

Tipos de juegos

Videojuegos

X

Definición

Ejemplos

Este término engloba a

Xbox, Wii, Play Station.

aquel juego que se

También incluye juegos de

visualiza y se juega a

computador, internet, celular, y

través de un dispositivo

cualquier otro dispositivo.

Con pantalla gráfica.
Se refiere a aquellos juegos en

La casita, al hospital, policías y

donde los participantes interpretan ladrones, superhéroes…
un determinado papel, de acuerdo
De roles

De mesa

a los personajes del juego.
Esta
. clase de juegos

Ajedrez, parqués, Mono poli,

requiere la utilización de un

Astucia Naval, Jenga…

tablero, cartas, dados, etc.
¿Es usted consciente que en su gran mayoría los videojuegos contienen gran contenido de información en
inglés, lo cual puede ayudar a su hijo/a la aprehensión de nuevo vocabulario en una segunda lengua?
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SI

NO

¿Por qué?

2. Teacher’s survey
UNIVERSIDAD DE LA SALLE
Licenciatura lengua castellana, inglés y francés
Buen día profesional de la educación, muy comedidamente solicitamos su colaboración contestando el
siguiente cuestionario, el cual busca indagar acerca del rol que cumple el juego en el proceso de enseñanza aprendizaje en la labor docente. La información obtenida será reflejada en un documento de grado de los
profesores Juan Carlos Acevedo, Rocio Cano, Alejandro Bradley y Marlody Rodríguez, quienes a su vez
son profesores investigadores. Cabe recalcar que la información recolectada será de carácter estrictamente
confidencial.
Establecimiento: I. E.D. Francisco de

Asignatura:

Fecha:

Paula Santander

1. ¿Utiliza algún método o estrategia para que el tema de enseñar sea atractivo para sus estudiantes?
SI

NO En caso de respuesta afirmativa, por favor descríbalo:

2. ¿Tiene algún grado de importancia el juego en el proceso de enseñanza-aprendizaje? Marque con una X de 1
a 5, donde 1 es poco importante y 5 es muy importante:
1

2

Por favor justifique brevemente su respuesta:

3

4

5
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3. ¿Utiliza usted el juego como herramienta didáctica en el proceso de enseñanza- aprendizaje de sus
estudiantes?
SI

NO ¡Porque?

4. ¿Utiliza Ud. juegos con alguna frecuencia en el aula de clase?
SI

NO

En caso de respuesta afirmativa, marque con una “X” la frecuencia de uso:
1.

siempre (todas las semanas)

2.

usualmente (1-2 veces al mes)

3.

pocas veces (1-2 veces en el trimestre)

4.

nunca

5. Organice los siguientes recursos de acuerdo con la frecuencia que usted hace uso de estos. (1 siendo el más
frecuente y - 5 el menos).
Recurso:

siempre (todas

usualmente (1-2

pocas veces (1-

las semanas)

veces al mes)

2 veces al
trimestre)

Videos

Diapositivas

juegos de roles

Canciones

libros - textos

Nunca
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juegos de mesa

Otro
Cual: ________

6. En cuanto a su percepción acerca de los tipos de juegos que se pueden utilizar dentro de la clase,
¿Utiliza Ud. alguno de los siguientes? Marque con una “X” los tipos de juegos que utiliza. Puede marcar más
de una opción:
A. De competencia: El juego busca ganadores sin importarle los perdedores
B. De precisión: el juego busca la exactitud en el resultado
C. De adivinanzas: el juego busca la cohesión de ideas y premia la intuición
D. De habilidad: el juego busca a la motricidad para dar un ganado

7. Desde su experiencia, ¿qué ventajas y/o desventajas puntuales tienen el use del juego en los procesos de
Enseñanza Aprendizaje en su asignatura?
Ventajas

Desventajas

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

Muchas gracias por su tiempo

3. Field journal sample
Teachers’ Meeting (9:00 am to 10:30)
Teacher says good morning to SS and she introduces herself to the class. SS respond actively.
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T explains to SS they are going to play a game using TPR, commands are used in this case
such as, sit down, stand up, open your eyes, etc; students seems to be confused.
T explains to SS they are going to play game called “traffic lights” but they didn’t
understand the drill.
Then T shows SS with the aid of flashcards the primary colors.
T shows SS with each flashcard the color and she repeats the correct pronunciation of each
color. Students try to make an effort on repeating.
After the pronunciation activity T shows SS a video in order to reinforce more deeply the
pronunciation of each of the colors.
SS enjoy the video but at the same time they get a little bit noisy.
T plays the video again; SS start to repeat what it is shown on the video.
T asks SS “what colors did you see” some of them answered in L1
T makes an activity in which students have to color and associate an object with the color
that characterizes that object. E.g green:tree.
T checks every table to see if students are working.
T then explains what the activity was about. Some SS understood the activity.
T asks SS to hand in the worksheets.
Class is about to end and the homeroom T (HRT) arrives.
SS start to get noisy usually when they see the HRT
HRT sings the song “la lechuza ,la lechuza hace shuu “at the end of this song all students are
quiet
HRT ask SS to say goodbye to the teacher, T responds “see you next class”

4. Video-transcription sample
Video Transcription: May 8th 2014
Student: (while doing a TPR exercise) four, four, four, five, five, five, six, six, six, seven,
seven, seven, eight, eight, eight, nine, nine, nine, ten, ten, ten.
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Teacher: (applauding) Bravo, Very good¡. Ahora todos al tiempo, ven tú para acá. Buenos
solo tres, metamos mas personas aca (students gather in front of the teacher)
Student: no más, no más.
Teacher: ustedes se hacen allá para que lo vean.
Students: one, one, one, two, two, two, three, three, three, four, four, four, five, five, five
(clapping their hands) six, six, six, seven, seven, seven, eight, eight, eight, nine, nine, nine,
ten, ten, ten.
Teacher: very good, otra vez, otra vez. Last time.

5. Lesson plan sample
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